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A MODULATED 
SIGNAL GENERATOR 

RADIO -FREQUENCY 
COUPLING CIRCUITS 

A Two -Tube Set for Short 

Waves, Using Batteries 

A SHORT-WAVE SIGNAL BOOSTER x-)) 
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copy 

The circuit of the Postal short-wave booster, a device to be connected ahead of any short-wave receiver to 
increase its range and selectivity. See article on pages 10 and 11. 
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Matched Condenser 
and Coils for 
Dual -Band Tuning 

o 

A four -gang tuning condenser of the semi-preelelen bpe. 
Small In size, exact In adjustment and construction for 
precise tuning, it ranges In capacity from 18 to 408 mmfd. 
Has built -In trimmers, 8 to 35 mmfd. With standard cells 
Intended to be tuned with a 0.00035 to capacitance, this 
condenser will cover the band from 200 to 600 meters. 

The sections are separated by half shields, while a shield 
as high as the maximum height of the rotor plates Is at 
each end. The rotors are turned by a common shaft, %" 
'n diameter which is mounted on ball bearings. Condenser 
closes to the left and is equipped with mounting spades. 
Overall alza 5x3y4x2Y4 Inchon (not including shaft for dial 
In measurement). Noted for its extreme compactness. 
4 -gang condenser Cat. No. 480 Q 52.95 

Set of four shielded Rolle for this condenser, for 485 kc 
super. Includes three r -f and oscillator coil. Tapped for 
police calls. DLC 51.50 

RELIABLE RADIO COMPANY 
145 WEST 45th STREET NEW YORK CITY 

An Exclusive Powertone Feature! 
THE "COSMAN TWO" 

The "Cosman Two" 
Battery - Operated 
Short Wave fea- 
tures a coil rack 
that holds five plug- 
in coils. This idea 
eliminates the old 
fashioned searching 
for the desired coil. 
The coils are easily 
placed in their re- 
spective order. 

Another remark- 
able feature is that 
even though the 
"Cosman Two" is 
only a two tube set, 
it will work a loud 
speaker at an un- 
usual volume. For- 
eign stations as well 
as domestic short 
waves come in on 
the loud speaker. 

At last loudspeaker reception on two new (2 volt) tubes. Ease of construction is but one of 
the many new features which is found in this radically new short and long wave receiver. 
An exclusive idea, makes this one of the many outstanding short wave ideas which are 
developed for the inexperienced as well as the dyed in wool short wave fans. 

Complete kit of parts (including 4 Bruno junior plug-in coils) 15-200 
meters $5.95 

Bruno Broadcast Coil (200-550 meters) .39 

Kit of R.C.A. licensed tubes, 1-32, 1-33 1.95 

Wired and tested. Extra 1.00 

HANDY 
Serviceman's 
Manual, 25c 

J TRY- 41IO R,41311O 
COMPANY, INC. 

85 Cortlandt St., N. Y. City, N. Y. 
DEPT R.W. 

Visit Our Bargain Basement in 
179 Greenwich St. N. Y. City, N. Y.% 

FREE! 
New handy - sized 
catalog now ready. 
Send for your copy. 

Selected Quality Tubes FREE Subscriptions for Radio World 
Here is your opportunity to subscribe 

for RADIO WORLD and get just the 
tube or tubes you want, made by a very 
large, reliable, licensed tube manufac- 
turer; picked tubes you'll appreciate. 
On this offer you have five days after 
receipt to put the tube to any logical 
test, and if not entirely satisfied with its 
performance, return it for replacement. 

For an 8 -week subscription (8 issues, 
one each week), at the regular price, 
$1.00, you may select any one of the fol- 
lowing tubes as free premium, or more 
at the same rate ($2, 16 -weeks subscrip- 
tion for two tubes, etc.), from this par- 
ticular list: OIA, 01AA, IV, 12Z3, 112A, 
24A, 26, 27, 30, 31, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 45, 
47, 51, 56, 71A, 80, 82. 

With a 13 -week subscription (13 is- 

sues), at the regular price, $1.50, any 
one of the following tubes, or more at 
the same rate, from this particular list 
(two for a 26 -week $3.00 subscription, 
three for 39 -week $4.50 subscription, 
four for 52 -weekly, yearly $6.00 sub- 
scription, etc.), 1A6, 5Z3, 2A5, 2A6, 
2A7, 2B7, 6A4, 6A7, 6B7, 6F7, 25Z5, 22, 
32, 33, 34, 41, 42, 44, 46, 49, 53, 55, 57, 
58, 59, 67, 75, 77, 78, 83, 83V, 84, (6Z4), 
85, 89, 483, 485. 

For a $4.00 subscription, 34 weeks (34 
issues), one No. 10 tube or one No. 
50 tube may be obtained. 

You may select any assortment of 
tubes desired and send in a subscrip- 
tion amount for the total required un- 
der the above classifications. 

RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y. 

WORLD-WIDE RECEPTION 
with the 

INTERNATIONAL "3" 

110 Volt AC -DC World -Wide Receiver 

Complete Kit, with built-in speaker, coils 
to cover 15 to 200 meters and 

div 1J blue -print s) J 
Custom - built and laboratory ID, n r 
tested for World -Wide Reception s7J 

Kit of matched Arcturus Tubes, $2.25 

Broadcast coil 200-500 meters, .75 

UNIVERSAL S. W. SUPER 
CONVERTER 

Turns Your Broadcast Receiver 
Into an ALL -WAVE RECEIVER 

Complete kit of parts with coils diel 
áá11 

aA5 
and blue print seD77 ßs77 

Custom - built and laboratory gsAoC 
tested for World -Wide Reception $4. J 

Kit of matched Arcturus Tubes, $1.55 

EXPERIMENTAL RADIO LABS. 
80-C CORTLANDT STREET NEW YORK CITY 

DO AWAY WITH 
YOUR AERIAL 

SUPER AERIAL 

ELIMINATOR 
DOES THAT 

Can be used for Short Wave Sets or any Standard 
Broadcast Band Sets. 

PRICE, $1.00. SEND MONEY ORDER 
OR WILL FORWARD C.O.D. 

SUPER MFG. CO. 
59 PARK PLACE NEW YORK, N. Y. 

KEEP UP WITH RADIO 
Whether elementary radio principles or advanced subjects, 
Radio Mathematics, Sound Amplification or Practical 
Radio Engineering, RCA Institutes is prepared to give 
you the instruction you need. 

Resident Schools New York and Chicago 
Conveniently located; Modern equipment 

Extension Courses for Home Study 
Under "No obligation" plan 
Send for Descriptive Catalog 

lu II 

(f(J RCA INSTITUTES, INC. 
l'!_I14p!/ 75 VARICKll STREET, ET, 3NEW YORK 

1154 MERCHANDISE MART, CHICAGO 

EARLY SHIPMENT! 

PUSH-PULL 

AUDIO TRANSFORMER 
Here is an unshielded audio transformer 

of the highest quality. Both its windings 
are center -tapped. Hence it may be used 
as an input transformer coupling from a 
single plate into two grids in push-pull, or, 
it may be used as a push-pull interstage 
transformer coupling push-pull plates to 
push-pull grids. 

This transformer was made up to special 
order by a company well known for its 
excellent transformers of all type. This 
particular transformer has been used in 
various circuits and also as a replacement 
transformer in sets, with uniformly satis- 
factory results. 

Type K Push-pull Audio Transformer, $1.10 

RELIABLE RADIO COMPANY 
143 WEST 45th ST., NEW YORK, N. Y. 
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GUARANTEED TO IMPROVE S. W. RECEPTION 
Something the Short 
Wave Fan has been 
waiting for, - for a long 
long time. The Postal 
Short Wave BOOSTER 
will increase the sensi- 
tivity and selectivity of 
your present receiver 
over 300%. It elfmin- 
natea repeat Spots, im- 
age frequencies and 
lowers the background 
noise considerably. 

IF you are inter- 
ested in hearing for- 

eign stations you could never hear be- 
fore-I F you have difficulty in Separating 
stations on the 49, 31 19, 16 meter and 
all amateur bands-IF your background 
noise is too high-IF you are troubled 
with stations repeating on different points 

of the dial-Do not hesitate-Purchase a POSTAL 
PRE -SELECTOR AND BOOSTER. 

CONSTRUCTION 
Each Postal BOOSTER is actually laboratory con- 

structed. tested and calibrated. It employs 2-78 
pentodes, 1-25Z5, uses the new drawer voila and is 

entirely self -powered. It is equipped with a gain control, switch to cut the BOOSTER in and out of the circuit, and an illuminated aeroplane dial for the main tuning control. It is mounted in a beau- tiful sturdy crystal finished shielded cabinet with rubber legs and measures 81/2" x 9N." x 6". 
SIMPLE TO OPERATE 

The Postal BOOSTER can be connected to your set in less than a minute. No tools or soldering necessary. THE POSTAL BOOSTER WILL IM- 
PROVE RECEPTION ON ANY SHORT OR ALL - 
WAVE RECEIVER regardless of the make or the price you paid. Sold with a money -back guarantee. 
Operates from either A.C. -D.C. or Battery. Simple instructions furnished with each unit. Prompt 
deliveries. 

SPECIAL PRICES 
Sold completely laboratory constructed and calibrated with one drawer for any band .... 519.95 
Matched set of Sylvania Tubes, 2-78, 1-25Z5 

tubes 2.95 Drawer coils available for (14 to 29) (29 to 
55) ((55 to 90) (90 to 200) meter bands, 
each clearer 3.95 

POSTAL RADIO New"' York N. Y. 
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-DUCO- 
All DUCO CONDENSERS 
fully guaranteed for one year. 

u 
You Find These Features: 

u 
DUCO CONDENSERS are 
fully protected by patents and 
patent applications all over the 
world. The response since we 
introduced our new condenser 
has been remarkable. 
You, too, will be surprised at its 
performance. 

Send for Free Catalog 
Sales and Jobber Territory Open 

DEY f1fCT,P01 YTIC commie 
'AAOMfJ 74> 11J Mvir4(+9 

In No Other Condensers Do 

1. 

10. 

DUCO condensers are positively self - 
healing, even up to 3000 volts. 

Better and longer life than the wet elec- 
trolytic condensers. 

3. Smaller in size than any other make on 
the market. 
For economy in costs it has no equal. 

DUCO condensers in use over six years 
showing long shelf and use life. 

All condensers are rated very conserva- 
tively. 

7. Growing faster than any other make. 

8. Used by best service men in the world. 

9. Adopted by finest engineers of set manu- 
facturers. 

Guaranteed for one year. 

Mfd. by 

DUMONT 
ELECTRIC CO. 

453R Broome Street 
New York City, N. Y., U. S. A. 
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SPECIAL 
Set of 16 "1934 Design" 

IlIUF 
pIIITI-s 

Short Wave Receivers 
Short Wave Converters 
Public Address -Tuners 
Broadcast Receivers 

For Limited UOc Time Only 
Add Sc for postage. 10c for foreign 

RELIABLE RADIO CO. 
145 W. 45th St., New York City 

"SPECIALIZED AUTO RADIO MANUAL," Vol. 
I, by John F. Rider-loose leaf-about 300 pages- 
up to the minute. Letter press printed. All dia - 

FOREIGN RECEPTION 
WITH AN AUTO SET 

Designed by J. E. Anderson 
using two 39's, two 36's, two 37's, one 
85 and one 89. We have had a 
number of reports of foreign recep- 
tion with this set. It is the most 
sensitive receiver we have tried. 
AVC prevents fading. 

Wired set with tubes, speaker and 
remote control less $2 7.00 
batteries 

RELIABLE RADIO CO. 
145 W. 45th St., New York, N. Y. 

"MODERN ELECTRIC AND GAS REFRIGERA- 
TION," by A. D. Althouse and C. H. Turnquist. A 
timely book of practical and usable information 
on installation, service, repair of all types of auto- 
matic refrigerators. 275 pagea, 175 illustrations, 
diagrams in six and eight colors. Price $4.00. 
RADIO WORLD, 145 W. 45th St., New York 
City 

Power Transformer 

for a BIC SET 
E 

INSTEAD of using undersized, over- 
heating, inefficient power transformers 
for a big set, why not use a cool - 

running, efficient transformer and pay the 
little extra? The Reliable transformer, 
Model 104 -SP, will work an 18 -tube set. 
Provides also the voltage for a 25ZS 
rectifier. 

Primary 115 0., 60 cycles 
Secondary X = 14 amp., 254 v., et. 
Secondary Y = 6 amp., 254 v., ct. 

Secondary R = 5 v., ct. 
Secondary HV = 400.0.400 ., 200 ma. 

Secondary Z = 25 v., 0.6 ma. 
Lug terminals at bottom 

Price, $3.95 
Shipping weight, 13 lbs. 

Immediate Delivery 

RELIABLE RADIO CO. 
145 W. 45th St., New York, N. Y. 

Quick -Action 
Classified 

Advertisements 
7c a Word-$1.00 Minimum 

HANDY MEN-Earn money at home repairing 
vacuum cleaners. Write L. Stafford, Makanda, 
Illinois. 

RELIABLE INFORMATION-source supply-any 
subject, $1.00 up. National. Bureau of Information, 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 

"WILLCOX AUTO ELECTRICIAN'S WIRING 
MANUAL"-Complete wiring diagrams for all 
U. S. cars made in 1928-1929.1930-1931-1932. Com- 
plete data on ignition systems, generators, start- 
ing motors, batteries and lighting. Printed on 
tough, wear -resisting paper that can be washed 
with gasoline without injury to print or paper. 
Loose-leaf style in sturdy covers. Size 11 x 12". 
300 wiring diagrams. Price $10.00. RADIO 
WORLD, 145 W. 45th St., New York City. 

"SWOOPE'S LESSONS IN PRACTICAL ELEC- 
TRICITY," 17th Edition, Revised by Erich Hane- 
mann, E.E., Sc.D. Requires no previous technical 
knowledge; fully explains every question about the 
entire subject of electricity. New chapters on 
vacuum tubes, telegraphy, telephony and radio 
signalling. 709 pages, 542 illustrations, 554 z 8, 
Cloth, $2.50. Radio World, 145 W. 45th St., New 
York, N. Y. 

"RADIO TROUBLE SHOOTING," Second Edi- 
tion, by E. R. Haan. Contains the latest on A.C. 
receivers, dynamic speakers and television. A 
practical book for practical men. Contains a 
special chart showing all possible radio troubles 
and the way to detect them. Size 6 z 9 inches. 
361 pages, 300 illustrations. Flexible binding. 
Price $3.00. RADIO WORLD, 145 W. 45th St., 
New York City. 

Vol. XXV May 5th, 1934 No. 8. Whole No. 632 
RADIO WORLD, published weekly by Hennessy 

Radio Publications Corporation, 145 West 45th 
Street, New York, N. Y. Editorial and executive 
offices, 145 West 45th Street, New York. N. Y. 
Executives of RADIO WORLD: Roland Burke Hen- 
nessy, editor; Herman Bernard, managing editor; 
J. E. Anderson, technical editor. Officers of cor- 
poration: Roland Burke Hennessy, president and 
treasurer; M. B. Hennessy, vice-president; Her- 
man Bernard, secretary. Entered as second-class 
matter March, 1922, at the Post Office at New 
York, N. Y., under Act of March 3d, 1879. 
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A Short -Wave Converter 
That Fits in Your Hand 

The two -tube short-wave converter, 
extremely small in size, that is 
marked by utmost simplicity of con- 
struction, and renders the operation 
very easy indeed. Plug-in coils are 
used for covering the various bands. 

ANY broadcast receiver, including a 
superheterodyne, becomes a short- 
wave superheterodyne when this 

converter is put in front of it, and as such 
it will pick up foreign stations, police sig- 
nals, and amateur chatter. A feature of 
the circuit is that it is uinversal, that is, 
that it works equally well on either a.c. 
or d.c. 

As may be noticed on the diagram, Fig. 
1, the converter incorporates one 77 tube 
as mixer and one 37 as oscillator. This is 
of the tuned grid type and is coupled to 
the mixer tube by means of a very tiny 
capacity-two insulated leads twisted to- 
gether loosely for about one inch. This is 
C5, which is not contained in the list of 
parts. 

The simplicity of this converter is an 
outright achievement, for only by study 
and thought can a circuit be made as 
simple as this without making sacrifices in 
quality. Not a thing has been used- that 

By Steve Erdel 
Experimental Radio Laboratories 

is superflous ; not a thing has been omitted 
that is advantageous. The result is an efficient converter that 
is so small that it could almost be slipped into a coat pocket. 

The Mixer 
Between the antenna and ground is a resistance of 25,000 ohms, 

and the grid of the 77 is connected directly to the antenna. It is 
also connected, through the small condenser C5, to the top of the 
tuned circuit in the oscillator. A grid leak, R2, of 25,000 ohms is 
connected in the cathode lead of the 77 and it is shunted by a con- 
denser of 0.002 mfd. 

In the output circuit of this tube is a radio frequency choke of 
10 millihenries, which is used for coupling to the input of the 
receiver with which the converter is to be operated. A 0.002 mfd. 
mica stopping condenser is used to isolate the converter from the 

broadcast set in so far as the d -c is concerned. 
The coils are of the plug-in type, only two coils being used. One 

is for the reception of foreign station and the other for the recep- 
tion of police and amateur signals. For foreign signals the coil used 
contains two windings of ten turns each, the wire being No. 28 
enameled. The coil for police and amateur signals contains 19 turns 
on the tickler and 25 turns on the tuned winding. The coils are 
wound on tube base forms 1 and A inches in diameter. 

Power Supply 
The filaments of the two tubes are connected in series. The neces- 

sary ballast resistor is placed in the supply cord and the resistance 
element is distributed so that heat is not concentrated in any place. 
The ballast resistance is R5 and has a value of 360 ohms. A snap 

(Continued on next page) 
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A Universal Set 
for Short -Wave Use 

By Louis Passavanti 
Harvey's Radio Shop 

OF THE many different short-wave receivers that have been 
devised, the two -tube regenerative circuit leads all the others 
in popularity. It leads for several reasons. First of all, it 

delivers the signals even when more elaborate receivers fail to do 
so. In the second place, it is economical in operation and inex- 
pensive to build. In the third place, it is very easy to operate. When 
we add to the two -tube regenerative receiver the universal feature 
and its own power supply, we make it more convenient to use. These 
features do not in the least detract from its popularity. 

The simplicity of this short-wave receiver is brought out by the 
circuit diagram, Fig. 1. There are really three tubes in the circuit, 
for one is required for the power supply. The tubes used are a 77 
for regenerative detector, a 43 for output tube, and a 25Z5 for rec- 
tifier. 

The Filament Circuit 
The filaments of these tubes are all connected in series, for they 

are all of the 0.3 -ampere type. The order in which they are con- 
nected in the series is shown in conjunction with the 25Z5. It will 
be noticed that the positive side of the line (for d.c.) is connected 
to the two plates of the rectifier tube and also to the ballast re- 
sistor. This has a value of 210 ohms, with a 25 -watt rating. This 
resistance may also be built into the line cord. The other end of 
the ballast resistor picks up the heater of the 77 tube. Thence the 
circuit goes to the heater of the 43 tube. From that tube it goes 
to the double heater of the rectifier tube and then back to the nega- 
tive side of the power line. 

The heaters of the tubes may also be wired in the opposite order, 
putting the heater of the 77 next to the negative side of the power 
line, the heaters of the 43 and the 25Z5 next and finally the 210 -ohm 
ballast in the positive lead. A line switch can be put in either side 
of the line and it is mounted on the 50,000 -ohm potentiometer used 
for controlling the regeneration. 

The Tuner 
The simplest type of tuner is used, namely, a two -winding coil 

with a variable condenser across it. The tuned winding is con- 
nected in the grid circuit, and it is also connected to the antenna 
through a small, postage -stamp type adjustable condenser. Plug-in 
coils are used, a set of four covering the entire short-wave band 
from 200 to about 10 meters. 

The 77 tube is used as detector and regenerator. In the grid 
lead is a 0.0001 mfd. stopping condenser and from grid to the 

cathode is a grid leak of 2 megohms. The suppressor grid is 
grounded, that is, connected to the cathode. Regeneration is con- 
trolled entirely by control of the screen voltage. A 50,000 -ohm 
potentiometer is connected between the cathode and the B supply, 
and the slider of the potentiometer is connected to the screen of the 
tube. The maximum voltage on the screen is limited by a 10,000 - 
ohm resistor placed between the potentiometer and the high voltage 
line. Thus the screen voltage is always less than the applied plate 
voltage. 

To maintain the screen voltage at a steady r -f potential a 0.5 
mfd. condenser is connected from the screen to the cathode. 

The tickler winding is fixed. To insure a low impedance path of 
the radio frequency currents and at the same time prevent any r -f 
from passing on to the audio amplifier, a filter consisting of two 
0.00025 mfd. condensers in shunt with the line and a radio fre- 
quency choke of about 10 millihenries in series is put between the 
tickler and the audio coupler. 

The Audio Coupler 
An audio frequency choke of high inductance is used for coupling 

at audio frequency. If a suitable audio choke is not available, a 
splendid choke can be improvised out of an audio transformer. If 
this transformer is good, only the primary need be used. However, 
in any case better results will be obtained if the secondary is used, 
assuming that the transformer is of the step-up type. A still higher 
inductance can be obtained by connecting the two windings of the 
audio transformer in series aiding. This connection is usually ob- 
tained if the two terminals marked for B plus and ground are con- 
nected together and the two extremes are used for connection in 
the circuit. But it is by no means certain that this will result in 
the series aiding connection. If there is doubt, it is better to use 
the larger winding of the ttvo alone. 

The 0.01 mfd. stopping condenser in the grid circuit of the 43 
insures a good amplification on the low tones. This insurance is 
not invalidated by the use of a 0.5 mfd. grid leak in the circuit. In- 
deed, the combinaton of 0.01 mfd. condenser and 0.5 megohm is 
fully effective down to 50 cycles. 

The 43 tube is biased by means of a 600 -ohm resistor in the 
cathode lead, and this is shunted by an electrolytic condenser of 25 
microfarad. The object of using such a large condenser, of course, 
is to prevent reverse feedback, especially on the low audio tones. 

(Continued on next page) 
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FIG. 2 

Circuit of the short-wave, universal converter. Utmost 
simplicity has been achieved in the design of this circuit. 

A Short -Wave Converter 
(Continued from preceding page) 

switch is put in series with the heater circuit, and this is placed 
on the panel directly below the single tuning control and dial. 

The supply for the filament is provided by a battery, or the voltage 
may be taken from the receiver to which the converter is connected. 

Of the three terminals at the right of the drawing (Fig. 1) the 
upper should be connected to the antenna post on the broadcast 
receiver, the antenna having been removed from that post and 
transferred to the grid of the 77 tube in the converter. There is a 
terminal lead for this connection. The lowest terminal should be 
connected to the ground -post of the broadcast set, the ghound con- 
nection being left. If the B supply in the receiver is to be used, no 
connected to the ground post of the broadcast set, the ground con- 
nection. If an external battery is to be used, the negative should 
be connected to the ground terminal. 

The middle terminal, to which R4 is connected, should be con- 
nected to the positive of the high voltage battery or to the positive 
in the broadcast set. A voltage of 135 volts is all right. 

LIST OF PARTS 
One set of oscillator coils 
One radio frequency choke coil 
Cl, C4-Two 0.002 mfd. mica condensers 
C2-One 0.00025 mfd. mica condenser 
C3-One 0.03 mfd. condenser 
C6-One 0.00015 mfd. tuning condenser, with dial 
R1, R2, R3, and R4-Four 25,000 -ohm, V2 -watt resistors 
R5-One 360 -ohm line cord resistor 
One 77 socket 
One 37 socket 
One four -contact coil socket 
One grid clip 
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LIST OF PARTS 
Coils 

One set of coils to tune wth a 0.00014 mfd. 
One audio choke, or audio transformer 
Two filter chokes having low d -c resistance 
and high inductance 
One radio frequency choke 

Condensers 
One 0.0001 mfd. condenser 
One postage -stamp type variable condenser 
One 0.00014 mfd. variable condenser 
One 0.5 mfd., 250 -volt condenser 
One one mfd. condenser 
One 0.01 mfd. condenser 
One 25 mfd., 35 -volt condenser 
Three 8 mfd. electrolytic condensers 
Two 0.00025 mfd. condensers 

Resistors 
One 2-megohm grid leak 
One 50,000 -ohm potentiometer 
One 0.5-megohm grid leak 
One 600 -ohm, 2 -watt resistor 
One 210 -ohm, 25 -watt resistor (or resistance 
cord. 

Other Requirements 
One 77 socket 
One 43 socket 
One 25Z5 socket 
One grid clip 

Rear view of the short- 
wave universal set. 
The author is employed 
in a radio store where 
he demonstrates for- 
eign reception on this 

receiver. 
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In the power supply a 25Z5 tube is used as rectifier when rectifica- 
tion is required, but it is not removed when the circuit is operated 
on a d -c line. It is needed as part of the heater circuit ballast even 
then. 

The filtering in the power supply is thorough, as is necessary in 
a short-wave regenerative circuit. There are no less than three 8 
mfd. electrolytic condensers across the line, and two filter chokes 
in series with it. 

Short -Wave Summer Reception 
During Summer there is an abundance of static -free short-wave 

reception. Taking the short waves as a whole, there is clearer re- 
ception than from distant stations in the broadcast band. Some band 
can be selected on which static is low or absent. With broadcasts 
there is only the one band. 
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Detector Feeds Power Tube in 
et e osmanTwo" 

for Short Waves, Using Batteries 
By Herman Cosman 

Try -Mo Radio Corporation 
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TELE design and construction of this particular set is unique 
and simple, the results obtained are remarkable, and a great 
many short-wave enthusiasts should be interested in building 

it. Very few constructors realize that some receivers perform 
much more satisfactorily than others because of consideration given 
to constructional details. The mistaken impression seems to be 
that the "circuit" is the important thing, whereas the actual truth 
is that most receivers employ a circuit whose basic fundamentals 
were in use when radio was in its infancy. What makes a radio 
set efficient? How does this receiver incorporate these valuable 
features? 

Choice of Tubes - 

The first consideration involves the type and number of tubes. 
Naturally, the most recently developed tubes are far superior in 
amplification and other characteristics than those of the earlier 
days of radio. Receivers in those days employed tubes with an 
amplification factor of about 8, which means that the tube itself 
can only increase the signal strength that many times. In the 
present receiver, the first tube can increase a signal to 610 times, 
not including the tremendous gain from regeneration. Another 
tube, the 33, a power pentode, is used for great amplification at 
audio frequencies, to permit loudspeaker reception on most stations. 

Also of great importance is the fact that the battery consumption 
(A and B) is so small that it need hardly be considered. The 
regular type of A cell and three average B batteries will give 
over six months of service with this set, because of economy of 
drain by the tubes employed. Naturally, the expense and con- 
sistency of replacement of batteries is an item that all short-wave 
battery -set constructors should consider. 

Mechanical Design 
Second in importance, relative to the efficiency of a receiver, 

is the mechanical construction of the receiver. This includes 
shielding, parts employed, location of material, chassis rigidity and 
proper insulation of certain parts with a view towards materially 
reducing losses that occur at the higher frequencies. 

The receiver, in addition to being an all -metal chassis unit which 
automatically takes care of shielding, is so arranged that all wires 

are as short as possible to minimize stray feedback and to decrease 
other possible losses that take place as a result of long wires 
or other poor layout. In addition, a special shelf which is an 
inherent part of the panel makes provision for holding all of the 
plug-in type coils, right in the radio set, where they are convenient 
and available for quick changeover from one wave band to the other. 

The coils employed in a receiver contribute largely to the 
sensitivity and selectivity. Specially -constructed plug-in coils are 
used with this set and are the primary reason why it was possible 
to obtain such gratifying results. These inherent features are 
low -loss windings and construction. With the five coils it is possible 
to obtain a complete coverage of from 15 to 550 meters. Thus, 
even broadcasting can be tuned in when the hour or weather is 
against short-wave reception. 

Color -Coded Coil Forms 
A color scheme, relating to the color of the coil form, is employed 

for differentiating among the bands covered by coils. This method 
will be found more convenient and satisfactory for selecting the 
desired coil than attempting to recognize it by the number of 
turns employed. 

The coil color scheme employed is as follows : 

Green 15 to 25 meters 
Black 25 to 45 meters 
Brown 45 to 95 meters 
Red 95 to 200 meters 
Blue 200 to 550 meters 

The circuit employed is of the conventional Hartley oscillator 
type. It has been tried and tested by thousands of amateurs for 
more than ten years, and the fact that it is still in popular use 
is convincing proof of its efficiency. 

Referring to the circuit diagram, it is possible to get a clearer 
understanding of the salient points. GF, and FP are two windings 
on the coil form, inductively coupled. GF, is the larger winding 
for resonance tuning (station selection) when Cl, the tuning 
condenser, is varied. C2 is a variable condenser which, through 
capacitative coupling, controls the amount of radio -frequency energy 
fed from the grid circuit (GF, and Cl) to the plate circuit (FP). 
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A high -impedance 
audio choke is 
used in the plate 
circuit of the 32 
tube in this re- 
generative short- 
wave receiver for 
battery operation. 
The detector feeds 
into a 33 power 

tube. 

+ + F 

It may be entirely possible that after the constructor completes 
and tests the set that his skill in tuning is inadequate for obtaining 
good reception. However, this factor can be overcome only by 
practice, and learning which control to employ at certain stages 
of tuning. Also the relative position of C3, the antenna series 
condenser, is very important when changing from one coil to 
another, if good results are desired in the wave band which that 
coil covers. For broadcast reception this condenser should be set 
for maximum capacity (plates all meshing), and the condenser 
capacity gradually reduced toward minimum for lower -wave length 
coils. A few evenings of experimental tuning with this set will 
make one a skilled operator. 

Concerning the receiver's efficiency, besides obtaining all local 
broadcast stations with loudspeaker volume, over 250 amateurs all 
over the country were logged in -just a few evenings. More than 
80 per cent. of them were on phone, and the ease with which they 
were brought in was gratifying. Besides, foreign stations were 
heard in plentiful variety. 

LIST OF PARTS 
One front panel with coil shelf 
One sub -base chassis 
One wafer socket for 32 tube 
One wafer socket for 33 tube. 
One wafer socket (UX) for coil receptacle, four -hole. 
Two 0.00014 variable condensers 
One 0.1 mfd. bypass condenser 
One 0.01 mf. fixed condenser 
One 85 mH r -f choke 
One Powertest audio choke 
One 0.25-meg. resistor 
One 10 -ohm rheostat 
One 0.0001 mfd. grid condenser 
One 2-meg. resistor (grid leak) 
One battery terminal strip 
Two vernier dials 
One set of five plug-in coils. 
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Coil Rack is on Top 
of the Shield Cabinet 

The front view of the set, showing rack for holding 
the plug-in coils. 

Condensed News 
of Corporation 

Activities 

FINANCIAL REPORTS 
Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corporation-Net loss for the 

year 1933, after taxes and charges, $642,293, as 
against a net loss of $2,477,347 for the year 1932. 
Cash, $1,676,489, against $1,872,011; notes and 
accounts receivable, $43,927, against $127,384; cur- 
rent liabilities, $721,046, against $1,712,845. 

Howe Sound Company-Net profit after deprecia- 
tion, taxes and other charges, for the quarter 
ended March 31, 1934, but before depletion, $488,- 
554, which equals $1.03 a share on $473,791 $5 
par capital shares. This compares with a net 
loss of $125,547 for the first quarter of 1933. 

SUIT Or RCA OVER PATENTS 
The Radio Corporation of America complained 

in Federal Court, Brooklyn, N. Y., against the 
Mackay Radio and Telegraph Company, of in- 
fringement of four patents for improvement in 
radio antenna and electric circuits, issued to 
Philips S. Carter and Nils E. Lindenblad, and 
assigned to the Radio Corporation of America. 
An injunction restraining the defendant from con- 
tinuing the use of the patents is asked by the 
plaintiff, also an accounting. 

BANKRUPTCY SCHEDULES 
Plaza Music Co., Inc.. 10 West 20th St., New 

York City-Assets $292,656 (consisting mainly of 
accounts, $131,027); liabilities, $201,141. The prin- 
cipal creditors listed are John G. Paine, $6,659; 
Goldsmith & Co., $12,705 secured; Davis & Cun- 
dall, London, $40,750 secured. 

A THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK 
WHE American Society of Composers, 

Authors and Publishers (ASCAP), 
,vhich controls the collection for and dis- 
tribution of royalties to its members, han- 
dled a few dollars during 1933, if we can 
rely on Sigmund Romberg, President of the 
Songwriters' Protective Association. Mr. 
Romberg, who is trusted by his brother 
composers, announces in the association 
Bulletin that the following figures can be 
verified: 

CASH IN BANKS IN 1933 
January $442,491.58 
February 576,919.67 
March 565,083.22 
April 425,411.40 
May 569,830.10 
June 689,033.75 
July .. 443,877.50 
August 609,047.27 
September 746,093.25 
October 523,330.41 
November 908,259.63 
December 577.547.72 

ROYALTIES PAID IN 1933 
April $389,296.09 
July 415,113.15 
October 465,066.99 
December 499,994.64 

Just glance over these figures and then 
make up your mind that ASCAP is a fairly 
important element in the world of music and 
that all authors and composers do not spend 
their lives in attic rooms. 

Literature Wanted 
Readers desiring radio literature from 
manufacturers and jobbers should send 
a request for publication of their name 
and address. Address Literature Editor, Rio WORLD, 145 West 45th Street, 
New York, N. Y. 

H. S. Varner, Jr., 704 Custer Ave., Brush, Colo. 
Donald Elbert (short wave), 421 Bowery St:, Iowa 

City, Iowa. 
Eugene Harnagel, c/o Jacob Ihl, Gorham, Ill. 
D. M. Bennett, 217 N. Jenison Ave., Lansing. 

Mich. 
C. H. Tanis, 305 Erie Ave., Midland Park, N. J. 
Daniel Butler, Gorham, Ill. 
Ernel Hiser, Gorham Ill. 
D. S. Garby, 307 West College Ave., Marquette, 

Mich. 
Frank Audette, Tel. Insp., Box 160, Maniwaki, 

Que., Canada. 
T. M. Lysle, 9 Sycamore St., Greenville, Pa. 
A. J. Post, Jr., 101 Park Ave., New York City. 
Robert H. Clarke, 6764 Lower River Road, Cin- 

cinnati, Ohio. 
J. H. Edwards, 4237 Huron Ave., R. R. 1, Dear- 

born, Mich. 
Chester L. Masser. c/o Atlantic Refining Co., 

5733 Butler St., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
K. A. Maxwell. 216 Elysian St.. Pittsburgh, Pa. 
David Nord, 1108 Gough St., San Francisco, Calif. 
Albert V. Greene, Chester Springs, Pa. 
L. C. Bennett, 5807 Blackstone Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
S. Trinidad, 542 Mason St., San Francisco, Calif. 
William A. Temple, 47-13 88th St., Elmhurst, L. I., 

N. Y. 
E. J. Busch, 1115 James Ave., Saginaw, Mich. 
M. J. Vaillancourt, 63 Myrtle Ave., Albany, N. Y. 
Herman D. McMasters, 3403 So. Center St., Terre 

Haute. Ind. 
S. K. Baker, U. S. Veterans Hpsp., No. Little 

Rock, Ark. 
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A SELF -POWERED SHORT 
TWO TUNED R -F STAGES AND RECTI 

VASTLY EXTENDING THE PERF 

By Samuw 
Chief Engineer, Posta 

Front view of the 
short-wave booster, 
showing tuning con- 
trol and airplane dial 
at top, coil drawer 
below, and volume 
control - switch and 
antenna switch at 
corners. The shield 
cabinet has a black 

crystalline finish. 

IF THE reader has a short-wave receiver of any kind, sensitive 
or unresponsive, selective or obtuse, elaborate or simple, he 
undoubtedly has had the exasperating experience of finding 

stations on the threshold of audibility. Discovering such stations 
on the air without being able to "land" them is just as annoying 
as having only nibbles while fishing instead of real bites. 

But there is no longer any need for such exasperating experiences. 
There is no need of remaining out of range of any station, for any 
station that is just on the threshold of audibility with the receiver 
as it is can be brought in with deafening volume, if such volume 
is desired, by the addition of a very simple device, namely a booster. 

The Booster Circuit 
What is a booster? It is a pre -amplifier operating at radio fre- 

quency and capable of being tuned to the desired station. What does 
a booster do? It amplifies the weak signals, and the strong ones too. 
It increases the selectivity of the circuit with which it is used, and 
it eliminates interference. With what set can it be used advantage- 
ously? With any receiver whatsoever, t -r -f, superheterodyne, regen- 
erative. However sensitive a receiver may be, it can always be 
made more sensitive with the booster. However selective it may 
be, it can always be made more selective with the extra tuners in 
the booster. And if the receiver is neither sensitive nor selective 
the booster is necessary to make it both. 

We have in mind a particular booster circuit, the one shown 
on the front -cover diagram. It will be observed the circuit 
contains two 78 amplifier tubes and one 25Z5 rectifier. Also, there 
are two tuned circuits. Although the diagram does not show it, the 
two condensers are ganged so that the two circuits are tuned by 
a single dial. That is an essential in a high -frequency tuner for 
without the ganging it would be practically impossible to find any 
station. 

A Particular Booster 
The reader might object to ganging a high -frequency circuit on 

the ground that the two circuits will not track and that consequently 
no gain in selectivity or sensitivity can be obtained. The proof that 
ganging is practical even at the highest of the high frequencies 
ordinarily used for communication is that this particular tuner 
works. It does increase sensitivity and selectivity remarkably and 
it does reduce interference. By careful execution of a careful design, 
satisfactory tracking can be achieved, and the work of adjusting 
is not as difficult as at first it seems for as the frequency goes up 
the selectivity of individual circuits goes down. The resonance 
curve of a single tuner at high frequencies might cover three degrees 
on the dial. Tracking is quite feasible to within half a degree. 

Image Suppression 

When the booster is used in conjunction with a superheterodyne 
there is a very noticeable improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio, 
and this is striking if the receiver is equipped with a.v.c. There is 

LIST OF PARTS 
Coils 

Four Postal drawer coils (14 to 200 meters) 
One 20 -henry filter choke 
One 7 -millihenry choke 

One 
One 
One 
Two 
One 

One 
One 
One 

One 
One 
One 
One 
One 

Condensers 
dual 140 mmfd. variable condenser 
dual 8 mfd. electrolytic condenser 
15 mfd., 200 -volt electrolytic condenser 
0.1 mfd., 200 -volt, by-pass condensers 
0.001 mfd. mica condenser 

Resistors 
12,000 -ohm volume control with line switch. 
300 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor 
290 -ohm line resistance cord 

Other Requirements 
Postal drawer coil socket 
Postal front panel, engraved 

drilled metal sub base 
crystal finished cabinet with rubber legs 
large knob 

Two small knobs 
Three six -prong sockets 
One rotary switch 
Two screen grid caps 
Five mounting terminals 
Two shields and bases 

The above list applies to 

Two 78 type tubes 
One 25Z5 tube 
One binding post strip 
One two -foot shielded cable 
Screws and other hardware 
One aeroplane dial 

the front -cover diagram. 

no appreciable increase in the intensity of the output, for the a.v.c. 
prevents fluctuation, but there is a marked diminution in the amount 
of tube noise that is present in the set. 

Another noteworthy and strikingly noticeable feature is that 
image interference is reduced. This, of course, is due to the sup- 
pression of the signal frequency by the radio -frequency tuner before 
the first detector. When there is no radio -frequency tuner in a 

247 

0.0001 

hw 
0.01 
Ma 

465KC 

e 
1-. 

- 
0.06 
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1 
58 465KC 

58 
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01 _ gre 0.1 
MFDT / T . 

T5,000/t 

0:1 ò.1 
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S MFD. 
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0.01 
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0.5 
MFD 

1.5M^ 

The oscillator grid (No. 1) of the 2A7 is shown returne 
in a multi -wave set diminishes at higher frequencies, tr 
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WAVE SIGNAL BOOSTER 
FIER IN A UNIVERSAL CIRCUIT FOR 
ORMANCE IN ALL DIRECTIONS 

'1 Miller 
I Radio Corporation 

short-wave superheterodyne, and in most there is none, a booster 
like the present one is the only means for avoiding image inter- 
ference. And even when the receiver is equipped with an r -f tuner, 
the tuner in the booster greatly aids in eliminating the last trace of 
images and repeat responses. 

Switching 
The antenna can be thrown either to the booster input or to the 

receiver input by means of a single pole double throw switch. This 
switch is mounted on the booster panel. Hence, after the first wiring 
when the booster is installed it is not necessary to disco_nrfect or 
connect any wires when cutting the booster in or out. A turn of 
the knob is all that is required. The knob for this switch appears 
at the left of panel, there being three equal knobs in a row. 

The line switch is at the extreme right in this row of three 
knobs. This switch is really mounted on the 12,000 -ohm variable 
resistor found in the common cathode lead of the two 78 tubes. 

The middle knob on the panel controls the coil drawer, or the 
coil switching scheme, which is a unique feature of this booster. 
The two coils are mounted in a metal box measuring 5x2.5x2.5 
inches with a metal partition between them. The top of the box 
is a bakelite strip on which are mounted two rows of four contact 
points. As the box is eased into position these contact points con- 
nect with phosphor bronze springs. Since the condensers are mounted 
directly over the coil box, the leads are exceedingly short. 

Coverage of Coils 
There are .four short-wave coil drawers and the coil inductances 

have been selected so that the band covered is from 14 to 200 meters. 
The coverage of the different coils are: 

A, 90-200 meters. 
B, 59-90 meters. 
C, 29-61 meters 
D, 14-31 meters. 
In terms of frequency the coils have the following ranges : 

A, 1,500-3,330 kc. 
B, 3,330-5,080 kc. 
C, 4,920-10,340 kc. 
D, 9,670-21,400 kc. 
In addition to these short-wave coils there are two for the 

SS 

I 

a 

clot 0.00025 FP.56 

So 
!WO 

d to cathode. If oscillation 
y this return to ground. 

2AS 

Back view of the 
short-wave booster, 
showing the gang 
condenser, the 
tubes and the coil 
drawer (below the 
subpanel). The two 
antenna and one 
ground connections 
permit the use of 
a doublet antenna. 

broadcast frequencies. No. 1 covers the range 1,500-857 kc and 
No. 2 the range 857-540 kc. 

The Power Supply 

The circuit contains its own power supply and it is arranged 
so that it works equally well on either alternating] or direct 
current. The two cathodes of the 25Z5 are connected together 
to lower the resistance. On a.c the tube functions as a half -wave 
rectifier and the output voltage is somewhat higher than 100 volts. 
On d -c the tube acts as a conductor only but of comparatively 
low resistance. Even on 110 d.c. the output voltage available 
for the tubes is around 100 volts. The tubes work very well on 
this voltage. It will be noted that plate and screen voltages are 
all the same. 

The filter in the power supply consists of one 30 -henry choke 
coil and two dry 8 mfd. electrolytic condensers. And that is all 
the filtering that is needed in the B supply filter. 

In shunt with the second 8 mfd. section and connected from 
the screen of the first 78 to ground is a 0.1 mfd. condenser of 
the paper dielectric type. The object of this is to pass the 
radio -frequency currents, for an electrolytic iS not good at high 
frequencies. There is another 0.1 mfd. condenser from the cathode 
of the tube to ground, which serves to by-pass the bias resistor. 

May Use Doublet Antenna 

Provision is made for a doublet antenna in case that is to be 
used. At the rear of the booster chassis is a strip containing 
three binding posts. Two of these are marked "ate." and one is 
unmarked. When a doublet is employed the two leads are con- 
nected to the two posts marked "ant" and ground is connected 
to the unmarked post. When an ordinary antenna is used in 
it it is only necessary to connect it to one of the antenna posts 
and to connect the other "ant" post to the ground post. 

GRID RETURN TO GROUND 
It is unusual to short the return of the oscillator grid through a 

resistance to cathode, as in the receiver diagram at left. This is all 
right for the broadcast band. But if the receiver covers short waves, 
since the oscillation intensity diminishes finally, it may even disappear, 
due to too much grid current. A remedy is to return the grid leak to 
negative B (ground in this instance). The oscillator plate voltage 
then may be reduced, if desired. 
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Low -Pass Filters 
LOW- PASS 
FILTER DESIGN 

2 Lc_1 

I 

.3 

.s 

FIG. 1 

Straight -edge chart for solving low-pass filter prob- 
lems. The scales relate the inductance, the cut-off 

frequency, and the characteristic impedance. 
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LOW-PASS 
FILTER DESIGN ? raoaa 

Z L C 
4 

FIG. 2 
Straight -edge chart for solving low-pass filter prob- 
lems. The scales relate the capacity, the cut-off fre- 

quency, and the characteristic impedance. 

Evaluations on Charts for 
Straight -Edge Solutions 

By Alan Mannion 
Mannion Radio Laboratories 

HE design of low-pass filters to accomplish definite objectives 
can be reduced to a straight -edge operation, thus saving a 
great deal of time and computation. In a low-pass filter there 

are four factors, one of which is usually unknown. The most im- 
portant factor is the cut-off frequency. The next is the characteristic 

.00z impedance of the filter. The remaining two factors are the inductance 
in series with the line and the capacity in shunt with it. 

Application of Formulas 
Let the cut-off frequency be represented by f, the characteristic 

008 impedance of the line by Z, the inductance by L, and the capacity 
.01 by C. In terms of L and C the cut-off frequency is f=0.3183/(LC)% 

and in terms of L and C the characteristic impedance is Z= (L/C) %. 
From these relations we can get three design formulas, one giving 

.02 the inductance in terms of the cut-off frequency and the character - 
03 istic impedance, another the capacity in terms of the same factors, 

.64 and the third the characteristic impedance in terms of the inductance 

.05 and the capacity. 

.06 In Fig. 1 is given the straight -edge construction for the case of 
oa the inductance in terms of the impedance and the cut-off frequency. 
.1 The cut-off frequency is laid off along the left-hand scale, the 

characteristic impedance along the right-hand scale, and the un - 

t known inductance along the center scale. 
Suppose we want to determine the inductance when the cut-off 

.3 frequency is to be 4,500 cycles and the characteristic impedance is 
to be 500 ohms. We place a straight -edge across the scales so that 

s it passes through 4,500 cycles on the f -scale and 500 ohms on the 
.6 Z -scale. The point on the L -scale where the straight -edge cuts gives 
.8 the required inductance in henries. In the illustration the reading 

is 0.035 henries. 

Capacity Ascertained 
In a similar way we can find the capacity required. In Fig. 2 the 

center scale has been replaced by a capacity scale, the other scales 
being in the same relative positions except that the Z -scale has 
been plotted in the opposite direction. Now suppose we want to 
finish the problem started, namely, to find the design of a low-pass 

.0002 

.0003 

.0004 

.0005 

.0006 

.0007 

.0008 

.001 

.003 

.004 

.005 

.006 

This chart relates the series inductance, the shunt 
capacity, and the characteristic impedance of a low- 
pass filter. If any two are known, the third can be 

read from the chart. (Continued on next page) 
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Tuned Coupling Methods 
for Radio -Frequency Amplifiers 

By J. E. Anderson 

A 

Three types of coupling between circuits. A, direct 

EVERY structure is made up of units-building stones, so to 
speak. The unit of which every electrical network is composed 
is the circuit, or mesh. While the term circuit is applied to 

complex networks composed of two or more simple circuits, this 
use of the term is a somewhat illogical extension. When we 
speak of coupled circuits we mean simple circuits or meshes, and 
the coupling of these result in a network. 

A circuit is itself made up of units, or elements. These are 
condensers, inductors, and resistors, and these elements possess, 
respectively, the properties capacitance (capacity), inductance, and 
resistance. The terms condenser, inductor, and resistor suggest 
that the elements are lumped or concentrated. That is, a condenser 
is an element that possesses capacitance, an inductor an element 
that possesses inductance, and a resistor is one that possesses 
resistance. But it is not always possible to regard the elements 
as lumped, and seldom in ultra -short wave circuits. All the elements 
are distributed more or less, and then it is preferable to speak of 
distributed properties rather than of distributed elements. 

Coupling 
Two circuits are said to be coupled when they have an element 

in common. The property of the element may be resistance, 
capacitance, or inductance. -When the common element has 
resistance the two circuits are resistance coupled. Similarly they 
may be inductively or capacitively coupled. In Fig. 1 we have 
coupled circuits in which the coupling is capacitive (A), resistive 
(B), and inductive (C). All these are said to be directly coupled. 
The coupled circuits are L1C1C and L2C2C in (A), L1C1R and 
L2C2R in (B), and L1C1L and L2C2L in (C). 

Indirect inductive or magnetic coupling is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
The two circuits in this case are L1C1 and L2C2, the source of 
e.m.f.,E, being in circuit L1C1. The coupling is effected by mutual 
inductance between the two coils Ll and L2 and this mutual is 
indicated by M. The arrow signifies that the mutual is variable, 
but it may also be fixed. In (A) the magnetically coupled circuits 
are drawn in the customary fashion. In (B) the same circuits 

C 

capacitive; B, direct resistive; C, direct inductive. 

are shown in equivalent direct coupled form. Thus the mutual 
inductance is the common element but the inductances in the two 
meshes are diminished by M. In this case M is supposed to be 
positive. If it is negative, the common element changes sign 
and it is also added to each of the mesh inductances. 

In Fig. 3 is a network in which the coupling is sometimes 
referred to as indirect capacitive. It seems preferable to regard 
the network as having three meshes with direct capacitive coupling 
between each two adjacent circuits. Another way of regarding 
the network is to consider it as composed of one simple circuit 
and one complex, for example, L2C2 the simple and C(L1C1)C, 
the complex. 

Function of Coupling 
The function of coupling is to transfer energy from one circuit 

to another. The object, however, is not always to get the greatest 
energy transfer in a given time. Sometimes the object is to get 
the greatest current in the secondary at a particular frequency, 
or the greatest potential difference across an element in the 
secondary. Occasionally the object is to transfer energy at the 
greatest rate, that is, to make the power transfer greatest. 

The coupling may have different degrees, depending on the 
proportion of the energy in the primary, or first circuit, that is 
transferred to the secondary, or second circuit. If a large 
proportion is transferred the coupling is said to be "tight" or close 
and if a small proportion is transferred it is said to be loose. 
The degree of coupling is usually expressed as the coefficient of 
coupling. If Ll and L2 are the two inductances in two circuits 
coupled by a mutual inductance M, as in Fig. 2, the coefficient 
of coupling, k, is defined by the relation M=k(L1L2) %. That 
is, the coefficient of coupling is the ratio of the mutual inductance 
between the two circuits to the geometric mean of the inductances 
in the two. The coefficient of coupling may have any value between 
zero and unity. If its value is near zero, the coupling is loose; if 

(Continued on next page) 

How to Check Up on Filter Design 
(Continued from preceding page) 

filter that cuts off at 4,500 cycles and has a characteristic impedance 
of 500 ohms. We place the straight -edge across the scales in Fig. 2 
so that it passes through 4,500 cycles on the f -scale and through 
500 ohms on the Z -scale. The edge crosses the C -scale at 0.14 mfd. 

A check on the design can be done by means of the scales in 
Fig. 3. In this figure the inductance is plotted on the left scale, 
the characteristic impedance on the center scale, and the capacity 
on the right hand scale. If our previous work is correct the straight 
edge should pass through 500 ohms on the center scale if it is laid 
so that it passes through 0.035 henry on the inductance scale and 
0.14 mfd. on the capacity scale. The check is as good as could be 
expected with this method. 

Of course, the curves in Fig. 3 can be used directly for determin- 
ing any one of the three when the other two are known. For 
example, we might want to know what the characteristic impedance 
of a low-pass filter is when the inductance is one henry and the 
capacity is 0.01 mfd. The straight -edge shows 10,000 ohms. Or, 
having the inductance, we might want to know what capacity 
should be used to make the characteristic impedance 5,000 ohms. 
Let us assume we have 0.5 henry for the inductance. The straight- 
edge tells us on the C -scale that the capacity should be 0.02 mfd. 
The inductance can also be found when the impedance and the 
capacity are known, hence these curves should prove highly valuable 
to experimenters and students. 
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-M 

A 

L2 -M 

FIG. 2 
Indirect inductive or magnetic coupling between two circuits. 
usual method of representing it. B, the equivalent coupler when 

to direct inductive coupling. 

(Continued from preceding page) 
it is near unity, the coupling is "tight." There may be any degree 
of coupling between these limits, theoretically at least, but it is 
practically impossible to obtain unity coupling. 

The case in Fig 1C comes directly after that of Fig. 2 provided 
that the coefficient of coupling is obtained from the equivalent circuit 
(B). In Fig 1C the total inductance in the primary is L1+L 
and the total inductance in the secondary is L2+L. The common 
inductance is L. Hence L=k[(L1+L)(L2+L)]% defines the 
coefficient of coupling. In case the two circuits are coupled 
capacitively the coefficient of coupling is defined by the ratio of 
the common capacity reactance to the geometric mean of the total 
capacity reactances in the two circuits. 

In any case of coupling, the smaller the impedance of the common 
element the looser is the coupling; and conversely, the larger the 
impedance of the common element the tighter is the coupling. It 
is not the absolute value, however, of the common element that 
determines the coefficient of coupling between two circuits, but 
rather its relative value to the other elements of the same kind 
in the circuits. 

Computation of Coupling Coefficients 

Let us compute a few coefficients of coupling to illustrate what 
has just been said. Suppose we have a transformer in which the 
primary inductance is 50 microhenries, the secondary is 250 
microhenries, and the mutual between them is 75 microhenries. 
What is the coefficient of coupling? The total inductance in the 
primary is 50 and the total in the secondary is 250 microhenries. 
If we multiply these together a-..: extract the square root of the 
product we get the geometric mean between the two inductances. 
This is 112 microhenries. The common or mutual inductance 
was assumed to be 75 microhenries. Therefore the coefficient of 
coupling is 75/112, or 0.67. This is comparatively close coupling. 
Suppose the mutual inductance had been only 5 microhenries. This 
would have made the coefficient of coupling 5/112, or 0.0446, which 
represents loose coupling. 

Suppose now we have a circuit such as that in Fig. 1C. Let 
the inductance L be 10 microhenries and let L1=L2=250 
microhenries. What is the coefficient of coupling in this case? 
The total inductance in either the primary or the secondary is 
260 microhenries. Hence the geometric mean has the same value. 
Therefore the coefficient of coupling is 10/260, or 0.0385. This is 
loose coupling. If we had made L equal to either of the other coils, 
the coefficient of coppling would have been 0.5, because the common 
inductance would have been 250 microhenries and the total in either 
circuit, and hence the geometric mean, would have been 500 
microhenries. 

When the coupling is capacitive as in Fig. IA, the coefficient 
of coupling can be computed by the relation 

k2=C1C2/(C+C1) (C+C2). 
Suppose C1=500 mmfd., C2= 250 mmfd., and C=1,000 mmfd. What 
is the coefficient of coupling? With substitution in the formula 
above we obtain k=0.258, which represents medium coupling. To 
make the coupling looser the common capacity C would have to 
be increased. It is interesting to note that when C in the above 
formula is zero the coefficient of coupling becomes unity. That 
means that the network degenerates into a single circuit, and that 
this is so is obvious from the figure. 

Series and Parallel Circuits 

Two or more elements are in series when the same current 
flows through all of them. Two or more elements are in parallel 
when the same potential difference exists across the terminals 
of all of them. Thus in Fig. 4A we have a series circuit composed 
of three elements L, R, and C. The electro -motive force E is 
placed so that the same current must flow through all the elements 
if any current flows at all. The potential difference across the 
elements are not the same in this case. The e.m.f. may be induced 
in the inductance in the circuit, as in Fig. 4B. An alternating 
current is supposed to flow in coil L1 and there is supposed to be 
mutual inductance between L1 and L. The induced e.m.f. is placed 
so that the three elements L, R, and C are in series. 

In Fig. 4C we have a parallel circuit consisting of two branches, 
R, L and C. R and L are in series but these two are in parallel 
with C. The same potential difference, E, exists across C as across 
L and R. A practical occurrence of this connection is illustrated 
in Fig. 4D, in which L and C are in parallel in so far as the 

A, the 
reduced 

FIG. 3 
This is sometimes called indirect 
capacitive coupling, but the network 

may be viewed otherwise. 

signal e.m.f. is concerned. The resistance R is supposed to be in 
the coil L and the by-pass condenser is supposed to be so large 
that its effect on the potentials across C and L can be neglected. 

Resonance 
Suppose we have a simple series circuit such as that in Fig. 4A. 

If the frequency of the alternating e.m.f. is varied, C, L, and R 
being constant, or if C is varied, E, R, and L being constant, 
there will be one combination at which the current in the circuit 
will be very high. When this occurs the reactance of the coil 
L is equal to the reactance of condenser C and the two reactances 
cancel each other, for inductive and capacitive reactances always 
have opposite signs. When this condition obtains the only 
obstruction to the flow of current in the circuit is the resistance 
R, and the value of the current is E/R, where E is the e.m.f. in 
the circuit and R is the resistance. If the e.m.f. is measured in 
volts and the resistance in amperes, the current E/R is given in 
amperes. 

When the inductive and capacitive reactances are equal for the 
frequency of the driving e.m.f. the circuit is said to be in current 
resonance with that frequency. When this obtains the frequency, 
f, is related to the capacity, C, and the inductance, L, by the 
equation 

f=0.1593/ (LC) is 
in which f is given in cycles per second if L is in henries and 
C is in farads. 

High Impedance 
When the e.m.f. is connected as in Fig. 4C in respect to the 

circuit elements and either the frequency or the capacity is varied, 
there will be one combination at which the impedance offered the 
electro -motive force is exceedingly high and when the line current, 
that is, the current from the generator E, is very small. When 
this occurs the circuit is said to be in voltage resonance with the 
driving e.m.f. If the current is measured by connecting a suitable 
meter in series with either the condenser or the coil, it will be 
found that the current is maximum when voltage resonance obtains. 
Therefore it is the line current only that is small. 

The frequency at which voltage resonance occurs is obtained by 
the same formula as that for current resonance, provided that the 
resistance in series with the coil is small. When this is large 
the formula does not apply but if the resistance is so large that 
its effect on the frequency must be taken into account, the circuit 
is not suitable for a resonator in a receiver or transmitter. 

Resonance Curves 
If the electromotive force applied to either a series or a parallel 

circuit containing resistance, inductance, and capacity is kept constant 
but its frequency is varied, the current in the series circuit and 
the impedance of the parallel circuit will vary according to the 
curves in Fig. 5. For frequencies much lower than the resonant 
frequency the current will be low. Then, as resonance is approached, 
it will increase rapidly to a maximum value. As the frequency 
increases still more, the response will decrease and for frequencies 
very far above resonance it will be about the same as it was for 
frequencies much below resonance. 

The value of the response, that is, the current in series or the 
impedance of parallel circuit, at resonance will depend on the 
resistance in the circuit. If the resistance is high, there will be 
only a slight increase in the response at resonance, as indicated 
by curve A. If the resistance is less the rise will be greater, 
as indicated by curves B, C, and D. For good radio -frequency 
tuners, the rise would be much higher than for curve D in Fig. 
5. The height to which the curve rises determines the effectiveness 
of the circuit as a tuner, or its selectivity. The selectivity is the 
property of the circuit by which it discriminates between the 
frequency of resonance and all other frequencies. 

The Measure of Selectivity 
The selectivity of a circuit is commonly measured in terms s of 

the ratio of the inductive reactance to the resistance, and it is 
usually assumed that all the resistance is concentrated in the coil, 
or in the coil branch of the circuit. This ratio is usually called 
the Q of the circuit and it can be expressed symbolically as follows : 

Q=2irfL/R. 
The Q of a circuit may have any value from zero to 30,000, 

provided in circuits we include quartz crystal resonators. For low 
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a 

A 

Fig. 4 

C 

D 

These illustrate the difference between series and parallel circuits. A. A series circuit in which the same 
current flows through L, R, and C. B. A series circuit of the same type as A except that the e.m.f. is applied 
inductively. C. A parallel circuit. The same potential exists across the two branches but not the same current 

flows in these branches. D. A parallel resonant circuit used as load on a triode. 

frequencies, those for which iron -core chokes can be used, the 
Q may be as high as 500. In the broadcast band of frequencies 
a Q as high as 200 may be attained, but for the lower amateur 
frequencies a Q of 100 is considered good. Quite often the Q 
of a single circuit in the broadcast band is not more than 60. 

The reason why the Q of a circuit is not so high at the higher 
frequencies is that the ratio of L to R is low. L is small by 
necessity to resonate with the condenser in the circuit and R is 
large because of the skin effect and because of losses by radiation 
and absorption in insulators around the coil. 

Picking Up Signal 
Coupled circuits, usually resonant, are employed for picking up 

radio signals from space. One of the circuits is the antenna -ground 
and another is usually a simple circuit consisting of a coil and 
a variable condenser. There are two common methods of coupling, 
the direct method illustrated in Fig. 6A and the magnetic method 
shown in Fig. 6B. 

That (A) represents a coupled network appears from Fig. 6C. 
Here C is the same condenser as C in (A). Cl is a small variable 
condenser that is often placed in series with the antenna for purposes 
of tuning and for varying the coupling, and Co represents the 
capacity of the antenna to ground. It is this capacity that makes 
the primary circuit, that is, closes it. One element in this circuit 
has been omitted, namely, the self inductance of the antenna. This 
might be imagined to be in series with Co between that condenser 
and Cl. 

The signal induces an electro -motive force in series with Co, and 
therefore in series with the self capacity of the antenna, Cl, and 
C. C is the common element between the primary and the 
secondary circuits. When C is small, the coupling between the 
two circuits is likely to be very close, and when it is the selectivity 
of the tuner is not good. Neither does the greatest potential 
difference appear across the tuned circuit LC. The main function 
of Cl is to loosen the coupling between the two circuits. The 
smaller Cl, for a given value of C, the looser is the coupling. 

In Fig. 6B we have magnetic coupling between the primary and 

fr 
frequency 

FIG. 5 

Resonance curves showing variation of current in 
series circuit or impedance of parallel circuit as the 
frequency varies, the applied e.m.f. being constant. 

secondary circuits. While only the small winding LI is shown in 
the primary circuit, it is understood that the antenna capacity Co 
and the self inductance Lo are present and that they are in series 
respecting the signal e.m.f. picked up. In this case the coupling 
coefficient can be made small by reducing the mutual inductance 
between LI and L. 

c 

Fi y.6 

Methods of picking up signals from space. A. This shows direct capacitive coupling between the antenna 
circuit and the resonator. B. This employs magnetic coupling between the antenna and resonant circuits. 

C. This shows how the capacity to ground of the antenna closes the primary circuit. 
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If a three -gang condenser is to be used for broadcasts, with a two - 
transformer system, this method applies. 

Radio University 
Answers to Questions of General 
Interest to Readers. Only Selected 
Questions are Answered and Only 
by Publication in These Columns. 
No Correspondence Can be Un- 

dertaken. 

Intensifying Ground Wave 
YOU HAVE DISCUSSED methods whereby the radiated power from 

an antenna is directed into a beam in any direction, especially 
upward toward the Heaviside layer. Has anything been done to 
intensify the ground wave to increase the reliable service range 
of a station? It seems to me that this is more important than 
directing the beam upward where there is nobody to receive 
the signals.-W.E.R. 

A vertical half -wave antenna insulated from the ground intensifies 
the ground wave. It is used on some of the more modern 
transmitters. 

* * * 

Best Audible Range 
WHAT FREQUENCY does the human ear respond to most easily? 

In other words, at what frequency can the weakest sound be 
heard ?-R.E.H. 

The threshold of audibility is lowest in the octave between 1,024 
and 2,048 cycles per second. If an oscillator is to be modulated 
by a tone for the purpose of providing an easily distinguished 
sound, that frequency of the tone selected should fall in this range. 

* * * 

Power Detection 
IS THE DIODE rectifier a power detector? What are the 

characteristic features of a power detector ?-T.Y.L. 
A power detector is not a power detector at all. It is, usually, 

a high signal detector, that is, a detector that can handle high 
signal voltages without overloading. From this point of view the 
diode detector is a power detector because even a small diode 
such as the 55 cannot be overloaded without first overloading the 
amplifiers following it. A true power detector would work directly 
into the loudspeaker. 

* * * 

What Vacuum Means 
WHEN A RADIO TUBE has been exhausted well so that there is 

no appreciable gas left in the glass envelope, about what is the 
gas pressure? How many gas molecules are left per unit volume? 
-F.R.T. 

The pressure may amount to one -millionth of a millimeter of 
mercury, but quite often it is only one -tenth as good as that. 
Even with the higher vacuum there are millions of millions of 

245 

molecules of air in every cubic centimeter of space. The distance 
between the molecules is about 0.0001 centimeter in the ordinary 
vacuum tube used in receivers. Even when the vacuum has been 
made as nearly perfect as possible with present methods, there are 
still an inconceivable number of molecules per unit volume in 
the space supposed to contain no molecules. 

* * * 

Smoothing -Out Filter 
IF A HALF -WAVE rectifier is used to supply a current pulse every 

cycle and nothing between these pulses, how is it possible to get 
pure d. c. out of the circuit? I understand how the choke in 
the filter takes out variations in the current but I cannot see how 
it supplies current when there is none. What part does the 
condenser in the filter play?-W.G.L. 

The pulses of current flow into the condenser next to the 
rectifier. During the time that the rectifier conducts, only a part 
of the pulse flows through the coil and the load. More than half 
of the pulse goes into the condenser. While the tube is not con- 
ducting the condenser discharges through the coil and the load. 
Hence, although the rectifier sends only pulses, a steady unidirec- 
tional current flows through the coil and the load. An alternating 
current flows in the condenser, for current flows both in and out of it. 

* * .* 
Regeneration Control 

IF THERE Is a suppressor grid in a regenerative circuit, is it 
possible to control the regeneration by controlling the potential 
on the suppressor and to do this so that the frequency of resonance 
is not affected ?-R.T. 

The answer to the first part of the question is affirmative but 
to the second it is negative. However, the dependence of the 
frequency on the regeneration -control is about as slight as it can 
be, so we are nearly justified in making the answer to the second 
part of your question affirmative as well. 

* * * 

Measuring Inductance of an Antenna 
IS THERE a simple way of measuring the inductance of an antenna, 

using a calibrated oscillator, a calibrated condenser, or a calibrated 
variable inductance?-W.H.J. 

One way of measuring the inductance of the antenna is to 
measure its natural wavelength, with the oscillator, for various 
added inductances in series with the antenna. Plot wavelengths 
squared against added inductance and continue the line until it 
cuts the axis for zero wavelength. The intercept between the 
origin and the point where the line cuts the inductance axis is 
the self-inductance of the antenna. The slope of the line is the 
self -capacity of the antenna. Another way of measuring the 
inductance of the antenna is to measure the natural wavelength 
without added inductance and then again with a known inductance 
added. The self -capacity of the antenna can then be computed 
in terms of the added inductance. This is really a special case 
of the intercept method. 

* * * 

Parasitic Oscillations 
IN A RADIO AMPLIFIER or oscillator parasitic oscillations are 

supposed to occur under certain conditions. Just what are these 
oscillations and how are they produced ?-W.E.H. 

Parasitic oscillations are those which occur in an accidental 
circuit, that is, in a circuit that was not intended to be the oscillatory 
circuit. The oscillator, for example, might be a Hartley and 
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intended to oscillate at 5 megacycles, but actually it may be an 
oscillator of some other type generating a frequency of the order 
Hof 50 megacycles. * * * - 

Idea for Third Section of Gang 
CAN ANY ACTUAL advantage be derived from a three -gang con- 

denser I have, which is to be worked in a two -transformer circuit, 
comprising a mixer in a small superheterodyne? Ordinarily one sec- 
tion would tune the modulator and one the oscillator, but as there is a 
third section I would like to get some advantage out of it, if possible, 
and not merely let it ride unusued.-J. E. X. 

Yes, you may connect the third section in series with the primary 
of the antenna coupler, if the receiver is to be used for broadcast 
frequencies. In this way the actual coupling of the antenna is re- 
duced at the higher frequencies, which tends to level the response in 
the modulator stage, and also increases the selectivity. However, if 
short waves are to be received, this method of ganged series con- 
denser does not work out practically, because, first of all, the ca- 
pacity should be smaller, and second, it is critical for any given fre- 
qency, and there would be no means of introducing the necessary 
variation to effectuate the critical coupling condition. The circuit 
of a complete receiver along the lines indicated is shown on the op- 
posite page. The circuit is of a very simple sort, comprising a five - 
tube superheterodyne, with 58 used as both modulator and oscillator, 
with another 58 as the sole intermediate -frequency amplifier, a 57 as 
the second detector, and resistance coupling used between that de- 
tector and the pentode output tube, a 2A5. The 280 rectifier is the 
fifth tube. The circuit is useful for reception of local stations. 

* * * 

Key Clicks 
I HAVE BEEN listening on certain amateur stations and have been 

hearing plenty of key clicks. Now I have also heard similar 
noises in my receiver which were not caused by amateurs. Just 
what gives rise to the clicks ?-W.J.L. 

The key clicks are the result of sudden growth of oscillation 
in a circuit when the key is closed. The amplitude attains full 
value in a burst rather than gradually. Any sudden change in 
the current will produce the same result, for example, the starting 
or stopping of current in any circuit. The remedy for key clicks 
and similar disturbances is to put a choke in series with the circuit 
where the surges take place. This does not mean, of course, 
that the choke should be put in the oscillating circuit where the 
oscillations build up rapidly. The choke might be put in series 
with the plate supply. * * * 

Transceivers 
WHAT is a transceiver? Is it a receiver, a transmitter, a 

combination of the two, or something that is not related to either? 
-R.L.C. 

A transceiver is a combination of a receiver and a transmitter. 
Usually it is portable and is very simple. Often there are only 
two tubes in the circuit, but these can be used either as a 
regenerative receiver or a transmitter. Airplanes use theiri. 

* * * 

Starting and Stopping Oscillations 
DURING MY EXPERIMENTS on oscillators I have found that the 

same conditions do not obtain for starting as for stopping oscillations. 
It requires more feedback to start oscillations than it requires to 
keep them going. In some cases a shock of some kind is required 
to start the circuit, but when once started the oscillations keep 
right on. Please explain why the conditions are different from 
starting and stopping.-L.A. 

The condition exists but there is a question whether it can be 
explained. Perhaps an analogy will suffice. Suppose we start 
to pull a loaded wagon. It takes a strong effort to Mart it moving. 
But once started it does not require much effort to move it, or 
to keep it moving. There are two factors which enter into this. 
First we have inertia. It took work to start the wagon moving 
a certain speed, but after it had attained that speed, no more 
work needed be done on the inertia. In fact, the inertia would 
keep the wagon moving. All that is required after the start is 

to overcome friction. The other factor is that before starting 
the friction was greater than after the start. The oscillator is 
similar. There is friction and inertia. Friction must be overcome 
to keep the circuit going, but inertia need be overcome only when 
starting, or stopping. * * * 

Lissajous' Figures 
IS THERE any simple way of utilizing Lissajous' figures that does 

not involve the use of a cathode ray oscilloscope? If so, please 
explain it.-R.N.L. 

You might arrange two tuning forks with a small mirror attached 
to a prong of each and have a ray of light be reflected first by 
one to the other and then to a screen. But this device, or any 
similar one, is good only for frequencies to which the forks respond. 
Only the oscillograph or scope is applicable to variable frequencies. 
It does not necessarily have to be a cathode ray oscilloscope. But 
the cathode ray oscilloscope is good for all frequencies. There 
is really no substitute for it. 

* * * 

Function of Beat Oscillator 
IN ANY short-wave receivers a beat oscillator is incorporated. 

What is the purpose of this oscillator? Are there short-wave 
signals which cannot be received without it or is it merely an 
aid in receiving ordinary short-wave broadcast signals ?-R.E.M. 

The beat note oscillator serves two functions, first, to make 
audible continuous waves, and second, to located short-wave signals 

on the dial. An unmodulated carrier could not be heard even 
though it were very strong at the second detector because when 
it is detected, or rectified it consists of directly current. It is the 
function of the beat note oscillator to modulate the unmodulated 
carrier and thus to make it audible in the output of the receiver. 
It takes a comparatively weak beat note signal to make the 
unmodulated carrier audible because of the strength of that carrier. 
The other use of the beat note oscillator is to locate station carriers 
while tuning. If the carrier is weak it may not be "spotted" when 
first passing over it, but if the beat note oscillator is going there 
will be a whistling sound in passing over the carrier. This will 
occur at every carrier and therefore a large number of stations 
can be spotted that would be too weak to make themselves heard 
without the beat note aid. 

* * * 

Radio Frequency Resistance Variation 
ABOUT HOW MUCH does the resistance of a broadcast coil vary 

with frequency? That is, how much, greater is the resistance at 
the high frequency end than at the low frequency end? I realize 
that no two coils are alike in this respect but all I want is a 
rough idea.-R.L.J. 

A certain coil wound with No. 20 wire with 46 turns had a 
radio frequency resistance of about 1.8 ohms at 550 kc and 3.2 ohms 
at 1,500 kc. Thus in this case the resistance was 1.78 times greater 
at the high frequency than at the low. This happened to be a 
good coil. In coils not so good the resistance is much higher 
and the change is more rapid. 

* * * 

Losses in Condensers 
ARE THE RADIO -FREQUENCY losses in condensers of appreciable 

magnitude or are they entirely negligible in comparison with the 
losses in the coil? Are the losses greater or less at the higher 
frequencies? That is, how does the effective resistance of a 
condenser vary with the frequency?-T.H.M. 

The apparent resistance of a condenser varies inversely as the 
frequency and also inversely as the capacity. Therefore at very 
high frequencies the resistance of a good condenser is negligible 
whereas at low frequencies it may not be. This rate of variation 
of the resistance of a condenser assumes that the insulation of the 
condenser is perfect. If it is not perfect and the leakage is 
considerable, the resistance varies inversely as the square of the 
frequency, inversely as the square of the capacity, and inversely 
as the leakage resistance, not as the square of the leakage resistance. 
To avoid high resistance due to leakage the insulation should be 
male as good as possible and the capacity should be made large. 
For a given frequency this means that the inductance will be 
small and this in turn that the total losses in the circuit will be low. 

* * * 

Compensating Capacity Changes in Oscillator 
CAN YOU SUGGEST a method of making compensation for variations 

of frequency due to changes of capacity and inductance in an 
oscillating circuit due to changes in temperature? I want some 
means for compensating that does not require a temperature oven. 
-T.R.N. 

There is always the possibility of using a thermo-element to 
vary either the inductance or the capacity. It would be easy to 
contrive a compensator that would just offset the combined effect 
of inductance and capacity variation, that is, over a certain range 
of temperature. It will first be necessary to know just what the 
temperature coefficient of frequency of the oscillator is then 
to design the thermo-element to have the opposite effect. Perhaps 
the easiest way would be to vary the capacity by means of the 
thermo-element. 

Best High Frequency Conductor 
WHAT IS THE BEST shape for a conductor of high frequency 

current? I have in mind solid copper wires, solid round rods, 
stranded wire, copper tubing, square rods, flat strips. Please give 
reasons for your choice.-E.R.H. 

Round conductors are better than any other because only in 
round conductors is the current distributed uniformly on the 
surface. In a flat strip the current concentrates at the sides, or 
edges, in a square rod it concentrates at the four corners. Stranded 
conductor is not good above about 500 kc. Round copper tubing 
is just as good as round solid rod of the same diameter, because 
high frequency currents concentrate near the surface, and there 
is just as much surface on a tube as on a rod, the diameter 
being the same in the two cases. There is no current at the 
center of the rod, the frequency being high enough, and therefore 
the center might as well be removed. For the same weight 
of copper it is obvious that copper tubing is much superior to 
solid conductor, for there will be much more surface. 

* * * 

Choice of Audio Amplifier 
WHAT KIND of audio amplifier would you recommend for use 

in conjunction with radio, phonograph playing, and microphone 
operation?-G.H. 

Push-pull output with 2A3 tubes, fed by a 56 with a first-rate 
transformer. This is enough for radio and phonograph playing. 
For microphone work more amplification is required, but how much 
depends on the sensitivity of the microphone. Two stages would 
be required for a condenser and ribbon microphone. It would 
be best to use two stages of preamplification in any case for the 
gain can always be controlled. 
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A Portable Precision Type 

Signal Generator 
An Electron -Coupled, Frequency -Stabilized Test Oscillator, with Separate 
Oscillator Audio-Direct Reading of Frequency, Percentage Modulation 
and Decibel Attenuation of Output-Fundamentals 132 to 380 Kc and 
Harmonics Used-Services Intermediate, Broadcast and Short Waves 

By Herman Bernard 
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Circuit of Model 3430-S Signal Generator. See picture 
diagram on back cover. 

TUNE the grid circuit, use a tickler, apply the voltages to a 
tube, and you have an oscillator. Provide some modulation, 
calibrate the generated radio frequencies and you have a test 

oscillator. Grid blocking may be used for modulation. What is 
the oscillator, then, but a one -tube set used not for reception but 
for transmission? If there is a separate modulator tube, as there 
is in the better type devices, you have a two -tube set. Everybody 
knows that one -tube and two -tube sets are for beginners. And 
yet the leading radio scientists are concentrating their best efforts 
on such one -tube and two -tube "sets" and in- the accompanying 
analysis develop formulas as long as your arm. The publications 
of the learned radio societies in this country and abroad contain 
more data on oscillators than on any other topic. Why? Are our 
best minds in their second childhood, or is there something esoteric 
about even the simplest oscillator? 

There is certainly an underlying motive of great consequence. 
The need has arisen for an extremely high order of frequency 
accuracy and stability in variably -tuned oscillators. The precision 
already accomplished approaches that of a crystal. Generally 
speaking, the crystal is limited to a single frequency, 
multi -frequency response from a crystal bèing a misfortune, with 
the single exception of a special beat oscillator. 

United States Takes Lead 
The United States has taken the lead in the development of 

frequency -stabilized oscillators, and within the past two years 
accuracy to a few parts in a million has been achieved. Starting 
with the usual complex solutions, the development has been so 
far advanced toward simplification that excellent stability is attained 
by the insertion of a single resistance, a method that the author 
developed and now offers to the science for the first time. 

It may be well to define the goal. The oscillator, to be stable, 
must not have its frequency influenced by terminal voltages. 
Although use and age may change the effective battery voltages, 
still the same frequencies should obtain as when the oscillator 
was calibrated. Thus the oscillator is frequency -stabilized when 
the tube is so loaded, connected and voltaged that the behavior 

of the circuit is like that of a pure resistance. The tube, as we 
find it, is wobbly, and practically any voltage change will change 
the plate current. 

When we have frequency stability, or generation and maintenance 
of the same frequency at the same setting every time, we also 
have amplitude stability. That is, the oscillation voltage is the 
same throughout the tuning range. Ordinarily the intensity is 
much greater at the higher frequencies of tuning, the most unstable 
region and the one presenting the real problem. Amplitude stability 
results in a constant voltage delivery to the output load. Lesser 
values may be taken off, by the usual attenuation methods, but 
what the load receives is always the same; only the amount taken 
off may be selected. 

Steady A -F Output 
An incidental advantage of an amplitude -stable system is that, 

though we may not know just what the output voltage is in absolute 
value, at least we are assured that it is always the same, so we 
may test a receiver's sensitivity simply from observation of a 
receiver output meter. The output of the oscillator does not have 
to be measured each time and then compared with the receiver 
output, for we are using a uniform system. 

The simplest circuit for achieving some kind of frequency stability 
is the grid -leak -condenser type of oscillator. For the middle and 
lower frequencies of tuning the results are good indeed, but at 
the higher frequencies instability is about at its worst. The 
oscillator has as usual a rising characteristic, that is, amplification 
is greater the higher the frequency, although there is considerable 
flattening in the specified regions. 

Numerous methods have been shown for stabilization of 
oscillators, most of them rather complicated, requiring an extra 
coil or two, an extra tuning condenser or tube, and closely -held 
constants. Since a simpler method was deemed necessary if 
frequency -stabilization was to be extended to less expensive 
laboratory and servicing equipment, this was one of the first subjects 
considered in the design of a test oscillator. Three men spent 
two years on the circuit shown in the diagram. The experimenting 
was done in my laboratories, and I was assisted by J. E. Anderson., 
former instructor of physics in the University of Wisconsin, and 
former Western Electric engineer, and by Edward M. Shiepe, 
author of "The Inductance Authority," and graduate of the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and of Polytechnic Institute 
of Brooklyn. 

Series Resistor Stabilization 
It was my good fortune to develop the simplest method of 

stabilization, consisting merely of a series resistor in the plate 
circuit. For electron -coupling purposes it will be noted that the 
orthodox screen of the 34 tube is used as the plate. The series 
resistance might, instead, be in the grid circuit, but in some 
formations it is easier to stabilize in the plate circuit, and such 
was true of the present device. 

The general principle of the introduction of stability in this easy 
manner is to counterbalance the normal behavior of the circuit. 
The series resistor is most effective at the high frequencies and 
has little effect at the low frequencies. A grid -leak -condenser type 
oscillator itself produces good stability in the region where the 
series stabilizing resistor is of little effect, so if the new resistor 
is chosen of exactly the right value it will introduce a falling 
characteristic equal to the rising characteristic of the rest of the 
circuit. 

A ready means of checking up on this assertion is to put a 
current meter in series with the plate leg of any unstabilized 
oscillator and note the unbearable violence of change of that current, 
especially at the high frequencies of tuning. If the oscillator is of 
the grid -leak -condenser type the showing is quite pronounced, 
because the unstable region is sharply compared to the stable region 
by the sudden and wide fluctuation of the needle which previously 
had not moved much. Since the leak -condenser type oscillator is 
in a sense a vacuum tube voltmeter yielding relative values, the 
amplitude or strength of oscillation obviously varies greatly. The 
greater the intensity of the oscillation the less the current in the 
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plate circuit, for the grid voltage has risen accordingly, and 
developed a higher d -c drop across the leak. If the needle could 
be made to stand still we would be assured of amplitude stability 
and then might investigate whether also we have frequency stability. 

12,000 Ohms in Series 
For the circuit shown, the plate resistor was selected 

experimentally at 12,000 ohms, and a plate reading that changed 
50 per cent. without stabilization changed less than 10 per cent. 
with stabilization. By a still more exact selection of resistance 
value the plate current change may be held to 2.5 parts in 1,000. 

At least the input was relatively stable, the same voltage of 
oscillation present at all frequencies, and as nothing but the input 
affects the output, the output is the same at all frequencies. A 
vacuum -tube voltmeter check corroborated this. With a uniform 
output we could calibrate a potentiometer as to its resistance at 
certain positions, and then the calibration could be communicated 
to a circular scale, and we could enjoy direct -reading output 
attenuation in decibels, say, in steps of 2 decibels down, from 0 
attenuation to 20 decibels attenuation. 

The current through the total potentiometer being held constant, 
the decibel calibration holds, for only the resistance ratios need 
be considered, using the power formula, since the oscillator's output 
will be delivered to a system in which the power output is the 
main consideration: 

R1 
-DB=20 log 10 

R2 /' 
where R1 is 10,000 ohms as a base and R2 is the resistance between 
plate and arm. 

On the foregoing basis, therefore, the resistance values are as 
follows for steps of 2 DB down, from 0 to 20 DB: 
Ohms -Resistance Between 

Pointer and Filament 
DB 
Down 

10,000 0 
7,940 2 
6,300 4 
5,000 6 
3,970 8 
3,160 10 
2,504 12 
1,990 14 
1,580 16 
1,250 18 
1,000 20 

For 50,000 -ohm potentiometer, multiply left column by five, for 
100,000 by 10, etc. The circuit uses 50,000 ohms, 

Now, as to a determination of whether frequency stability exists, 
without recourse to any expensive apparatus. Two tests are 
proposed. Beat the supposedly stabilized test oscillator with some 
broadcasting station that uses a high carrier frequency, let us say 
1,500 kc, as the rule against deviations exceeding 50 cycles imposes 
a greater absolute accuracy on such stations, in this instance an 
accuracy of one part in 30,000. If the test oscillator generates 
lower frequencies, use an harmonic of the test oscillator to beat 
with the station, or even select the much more accurate 
transmissions of the Bureau of Standards on Tuesdays, on a 5,000 
kc carrier, transmission accurate at all times to better than one 
part in 5,000,000. 

Frequency Change Noted 

The test oscillator is made to beat with the station so that the 
resultant note is any audio frequency you can hear weil. Then 
the B voltage is moved from 22.5 volts to lesser values for the 
entire voltage range in which r -f oscillation continues, and by ear 
one notes whether the pitch changes. The change in audio 
frequencies in cycles is compared to the frequency of the transmitter 
in cycles, and the frequency stability is thus evaluated. The change 
should not exceed 100 - cycles at 1,500,000 cycles, or a frequency 

The tuning un't consists of dial scale, condenser, oscil- 
lation transformer, knob and escutcheon. 

ÿNp ANT 

Rear View of Model 3430-S 

stability of one part in 15,000. This is not a high order of stability, 
but represents what a home constructor can duplicate, and the ear 
test just outlined, although barren of absolute values, is as sound 
a test as to whether the oscillator is unstable as any means known 
to the science. 

The second method provides closer results. A beat is struck 
with a standard carrier and adjusted to zero, or as near so as 
possible. The test oscillator's output is connected in the detector 
circuit of a tuned -radio -frequency receiver and attenuated so that 
that station carrier at the detector is of about the same amplitude 
as that of the oscillation from the device being tested. A vacuum 
tube voltmeter is used. Now a d -c milliammeter is put in the 
receiver's detector plate circuit and the station tuned in more 
carefully and the oscillator readjusted in another attempt to establish 
zero beat. If there is a frequency difference of 5 cycles to a 
fraction of 1 cycle, then the meter needle will oscillate at the 
frequency of this difference and the oscillations can be counted. 

Less Than 100% Modulation 
For the frequency stability to be maintained it is necessary that 

(Continued on next Page) 
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A series condenser of 0.00025 mfd., in the output leg, omitted from above, but shown on page 18, is preferably included if the cabinet is to be grounded 
externally. 

by using 18 volts on the plate of the 30 modulator, instead of 22.5 
volts. This likewise raises the pitch of the audio note to a pleasanter 
frequency. 

Since a single tone is concerned, the formula for percentage 
modulation is 

(Con/holed }roil, prccediny pays) 
the modulation he considerably less than 100 per cent., and as thus 
far no modulation has been considered, it is suggested that for 
purposes of fairly high accuracy the modulation percentage shoull 
not exceed 30 per cent. in critical testing. However, the modu- 
lation attenuator should be capable of permitting 100 per cent. 
modulation, and the attenuator may be calibrated on that basis. 
A series resistor is used between the arm of the audio attenuator 
and the customary plate of the radio -frequency oscillator, which 
plate is here used only for coupling purposes. Although the plate 
is returned to negative filament through a resistor, space current 
flows through this resistor, that is, there is electron coupling be- 
tween test oscillator and r -f output, and between audio oscillator 
and radio -frequency oscillator. The audio oscillation also is limtied 

100 A 
7, \I - 11> 

a 

where A is the difference between the modulated and the 
unmodulated radio -frequency voltage and a is the unmodulated 
radio -frequency voltage alone. 

The result may he put on a circular scale and a pointer knob 
will indicate the percentage modulation used. 
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